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Available	 10.35	M	 9.44	M	 9.44	M	 8.41	M	 8.41	M	 8.41	M	 8.41	M	
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Decker	 (NASA	/	MSFC	NE)	 for	 their	help	with	gathering	data	 that	was	missing	
from	MSFC	NE	archives.	Also,	thanks	must	be	given	to	the	rest	of	the	MSFC	NE	
Terrestrial	 and	 Planetary	 Environments	 team	 for	 their	 contribu<ons	 to	 this	
paper.	
Author	Contact:	john.m.orcud@nasa.gov	Figure	4:	An	example	of	the	daily	<me	series	for	temperature	used	in	the	manual	QC’ing	of	the	data.	
Figure	3:	Example	of	a	distribu<on	comparison	used	to	determine	the	
thresholds	used	to	remove	data.	
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Figure	2:		(Leo)	A	picture	of	
the	tower	with	each	level’s	
eleva<on	labeled,	and	(Top)	a	
close-up	of	the	tower’s	
instrumenta<on	package.	
Figure	1:	Image	of		
the	lightning	
protec<on	
system	(LPS)	
tower	network.	
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